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2/· Georqe VI Retouches to the Frame Plate:
The 2/- value has figured in these naif's on several occasions-mostly in reports
from Mr Mohr. It has become evident that the plate has received attention for def,'cts
on more than one occasion and a report from Mr P. E. Hudson is valuablE" in proving
the sequence of the repairs. Mr Hudson asks me to acknowledge Mr Mohr's priority
in the actual noticing of most of the varieties. Varieties are generally very srrall.
but of significance in that they tell us much of the history of the plate. Of thoce
mentioned below, RIS/2, 12/3 and 13/1 were dralt with in a report from Mr S. M.
Marsden in the December, 19S2, Newsletter; R612 shows a flaw on one of the "arrow"
ornaments at the bottom right; R3!7 has flaws on D of LAND and above; R14/j a
spot of colour betwern the frame 11:1es above E of ZEAL; RI6/5, slight re-entry top
left horizontal frame lines; RISIJO, bifurcated foot of Z IMr W. Hawkins. Amii. 1QS3.
Supplement).
Mr Hudson reports as follows:-Upriqht Watermark: All sheets seen h~ve flaws on R512, IS/IO, ISI2 and R15/5
ire-entry).
Sideways Watermark: Mr Hudson has six she!'ts or pieces (which he lettered A,
B, etc., in apparent order of printing) and his findings wereSheet
R3/7
RI4/9
R13/1
RI2/3
R15/2
A
Flaw
Retouch
Flaw
Flaw
Retouch
B
C
Flaw
Flaw
Two flaws
Flaw
Retouch
Flaw
Flaw
Two flaws
Flaw
Retouch
D
E
Flaw
Flaw
One flaw
Retouch
F
Not seen
Not seen
Retouch
Retouch
Not seen
All sheets A to E show the flaws on R612 and IS/IO and re·entry on RI6/5.
Almost simultaneously, Mr R. A. Dexter has uncovered another variety, this time
on RI4/4. This stamp shows no variety in the Upright Watermark, but has a prominent dot in the left margin one-third of thr way up from the bottom on one sheet vrith
Sideways wmk. Another sheet shows this flaw to have been "repaired," perhaps by
burnishing off after hammering from the back. The flaw is now in the form of an
elongated smudge and the adjacent frame is weaker than before. As neither of these
sheets shows the first flaw of RI3/1, they must both be earlier than Mr Hudson's
sheet "C."
It would seem clear then, that the plate was retouched or otherwise rE"paired
on four occasions at leaet, as is proved by the particular cases of (I) RIS/IO (very
early, see December Newsletter); (2) R15/2 (seen on all sideways wmk sheets); (3)
RI4/4; (4) RI3/J.
In passing, Mr Hudson mentions that the "proof sheet" at the G.P.O., Wellington.
is on "Sideways" paper, with characteristics of sheet "A" above-it is therefore a
latn print than any sheet with upright watermark.
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SOME SPECIALISTS' PIECES
442

443

nd Boer War Varieties:
A set of 3, all used, two stamps (one pert 11, one pert 14), show N.Z.'s
finest Re-entry showing all over the stamp; the third is apparently
imperl with wide margins, but not guaranteed. Our price is based
soldy on the two re-entries. The set of 3

50/-

21- Milford Re-entry:

A super"> mint copy et 'he London print (scaroe even when normal),
showmg the excellent re-entry Row 11 No. 1)
444

445

446

?d Second Sidelace-a Unique !tern?
This stamp, which is definit-ly Die 1 on the 7mm paper (Wmk.
WA) is equaliy definitely perf 121 and is therelore a major variety
never before recorded. It will, of oourse, be catalogued in our first
Supplement to our CataloguE'. An opportunity for someone to have a
stamp 01 extreme rarity in his colleotion. The stamp is first-class
used oondition
1933 Health. Variety Block:
A corner clock of 9 of this good early Health, showing the defective
LT in Heaith on R212 with cloud flaws retouched on the same stamp
and on R3/3. The desirable block
Full Face Queens:
(a) A6b 11- Richardson 1855 print on blue paper. This is one of the
finest copies of thiG rare stamp t~at we have ever handled. Three
fine margins, close but not cut into at the bottom, colour exceptionally good, postmark (l0 in barred oval) clear, but not heavy.
This stamp has our very strongest recommendation. Cat. £45
(S.G. to £85), this is real value at
Ib) Hausburq Prools. The well-known (but by no means common)
black proofs on s tiff card, being one of each of the 1d, 3d, 4d,
6d and 1/-, and two of the 2d (Plates I and 21~in short, a complete set. We have them in blocks at £20 the set; pairs £10
the set, or singlE's, the set

30/-

£8

£7/10/-

£35

£5

FIRST SlDEFACES 21- and 5/The 2/- and 5/- First Sidefaces of 1878 are missing from most collections. The
range of copies below affords an opportunity to fill those awkward gaps at prices
in keeping with your means.
425 2/· Claret (C7a):
la) A used copy infinitely superior to the common run. Colour, cen'ring and postmark are far superior to the usual for this stamp.
Excellent buying at
£5
(b) Similar to the above, but with somewhat heavier postmark and
one pfrf a little short. An attractive stamp
50/(e) Another good stamp, light postmark, centred a little to the right
and 2 perts short-good appearance. A bargain
40/(d) A fair copy with some perfs trimmed on left, small thin spot
20/(e) A copy of very fine appearance, light cancellation. In our opinion
this has been fiscally used. We sell it as a fiscal
30/426 5/· Grey (C8a):
(a) Very fine, mint. full gum, clean
90/Ib) A used copy well centred and clean. The postmark is a little
generous, but not unduly so for this issue, where a good healthy
postmark is a guarantee of genuine postal use
60/(e) Postmark lighter than the above, but some perts shortened
40/(d) A fiscal copy of very superior appearance
30/281

GREAT BRITAIN
1840-1940 Centenary Set:
(a) The complete set mint in Plate number blocks of 4. A real bargain
(b) Georqe VI £1 brown (S.G. 478b); All Great Britain £1 stamps are
good holding and we believe this one to have a fine future. Our
copies are "super-superb" used-literally perfect. Each
(c) Georqe VI £1 brown (S.G. 512): The current stamp-has had a
short life and will be withdrawn soon. A safe bet, and condition
again perfect. Used, each

10/15/15/-

NOTE: We are not investors, we are dealers, otherwise we would assuredly "sit"
on the above two £ I Great Britain stamps. They look good to us.

